Improve plant cleanliness & increase efficiency

- **Greater dust control** - Self-contained system improves safety and housekeeping.
- **Minimize maintenance** - The automatic, alternating, reverse pulse-jet filter cleans the filter to ensure proper dust collection with minimal maintenance requirements.
- **Integrate as part of a system** - The Dust Collector can be integrated with a hopper and is easily combined with conveyors, mixers, and other material handling and processing equipment.

We’re here to make a difference
Contact Steve Grant at (269) 382-8223 or by e-mail at steve-grant@hapman.com
hapman.com
SR Model Dust Collector

Dust Collection Improves Plant Environment and Safety

Specifications

SR Model Integral Dust Collection System includes:

- Compact design
- Side access door for filter removal
- Removable air baffle
- Gas spring assisted hinged door
- Reverse pulse for filter cleaning with adjustable timer (5 SCFM @ 50 psi (min) compress air supply)
- Filter rated at MERV 16 (99.99% minimal efficiency at .3-1 micron)

Optional Configurations

Dust hood for remote collection

Hood configured for external collection allows the unit to connect to your existing exhaust system.

Optional compactor offers safe, efficient bag disposal.

Keep areas surrounding your operation clear of debris and dust. Hapman compactors attach to the side of your bag dump station through an access port in the station’s side wall. Empty bags pass easily into the compactor, so dust does not have an opportunity to leave the station.

- Compresses material into a final package of 4 ft³ (.113 m³) for easy disposal.
- Ensures safe and simple operation with pneumatic-powered rams.

Specifications

SR Model Dust Collector fits into most processes with 30 in (76.2 cm), 36 in (96.4 cm) and 42 in (106.7 cm) sizes.

See More Equipment At hapman.com

Hapman offers a complete line of material handling equipment that easily integrates into existing systems, including:

- Drag Conveyors
- Tubular Drag Conveyors
- Feeders
- Vacuum Conveyors
- Bulk Bag Unloaders
- Helix Flexible Screw Conveyors
- Bag Compactors
- Lump Breakers
- And More

We offer a true performance guarantee ensuring your Hapman equipment achieves the specific results it was designed and manufactured to deliver. And if you need technical support, call us. We are available 24/7.

(800) 427-6260
sales@hapman.com
hapman.com
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